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A NOTE ON THE HUREWICZ THEOREM IN

SHAPE THEORY

TADASHI WATANABE

Abstract. In this note the following is proved: For a pointed movable

continuum, if the first shape group of it is a countable group, then the first

Hurewicz theorem in shape theory holds. However, in general, it does not

hold without the assumption of countability.

The notion of shape was originally introduced by Borsuk. In this note we

shall use the ANR-systems approach to shape theory of Mardesic and Segal

[4]. Concerning the Hurewicz theorem in shape theory there are many papers

(see [3], [5]-[8]). There are two such styles of the theorem. One of them is a

description in the category of pro-groups (see [5]-[7]). The other is a

description in the category of groups (see [3], [5] and [8]). However, in all

previous papers 1-shape connectedness is assumed; hence in this paper we

shall prove the following

Theorem. Let X be a compact connected metric space and x be a point of X

such that (A, x) is pointed movable. Then the limit Hurewicz homomorphism

h: 77j (A,x) —» 77, (A ) is onto, and if the kernel of h is a countable group, then it

coincides with the commutator subgroup o/t7,(A,x) where 7?-, and 77, are the first

shape group and the first Cech homology group functor, respectively. Furthermore,

the assumption of countability is essential.

Proof. Since A is a compact connected metric space, there exists an inverse

sequence {(Aj,x,),p,'+ ) such that Hm{(A(,x,)} = (A,x) and each A, is a

connected polyhedron (see [4]). Then we have two inverse sequences of

groups, {■trx(Xj,Xj),ttx(p'j+x)} and {Hx(Xj),Hx(p'j+x)}, where vr, and 77, are the

first homotopy group functor and the first homology group functor, respective-

ly. Since each A, is a connected polyhedron, we have the Hurewicz homomor-

phism hj-. 7r,(A,,x.) -> 77,(A,) such that rt,v7,(p;+1) = 77,(p; + 1)rt, + , for each i.

By the classical Hurewicz theorem, each «, is onto and the kernel of A. is

<V,(Xj,Xj)}, where <G> is the commutator subgroup of a group G. Hence we

obtain the following exact sequence:
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* -* {<7r, (A,., *,.)>} -» fa (*„*,)} -* {Hx(Xt)) -» * .

By taking inverse limits we obtain the map

h = lim{hj): trx(X,x) = limfa (*„*,)} -* tf,(A) = um{7/,(A;.)}

which is the //w/f Hurewicz homomorphism, and 77, (A, x), //t(A) are the first

shape group of (X,x) and the first Cech homology group of X, respectively. By

using the above exact sequence and movability of (X, x), Mardesic and Ungar

[5, Theorem 8] proved the following.

Claim 1. h is onto and the kernel of h is lim((77, (A^-, *,-)>}.

Next we investigate some relations between (77, (A,*)) and lmi(Xiij(Aj-,jr:;)>}.

Let Pj'. lim{(trx(Xj,Xj))) —> (irx(Xi,xi)') be the projection and A, the image of

Pi for each /. Hence {A,} forms an inverse sequence such that lim{A(}

= lim((77,(A^.,*,)>}. From the definition of the commutator subgroup it is

obvious that {ttx(X,x))> G lim{<y,(Xt,x;))}. Let us define t(: (frx(X,xf)

-^Kj by Tj = Pi\(trx(X,x)).

Claim 2. Each t{ is onto.

Proof. Take an element a G Kt. By the definition of Kt, there exists

a G lim{(77, (A,-,*,-)>} such that Pj(a) = a. Since (X,x) is movable, then (X,x)

is uniformly movable (see [9]). Hence there exists/,/ > ;' and tjk: (Xj,jc-)

-* (Xk,xk) such that

(j) pk + \ tj,k + x _ tjk   and   pktJk~pj   for each k>j.

Let p<j(a) = a*. Since a+ G K. c <fa (A,-, ;<:•))> there exist finite elements

ax,a2, ..., am, bx,b2, ...,bm G trx(Xj,Xj) such that

a* = (ax,bx)(a2,b2) ■ ■ ■ (am,bm)

where (a,b) = aba~ b~ for each a, b G wx(X-,Xj). Let us define at G

Tx(Xk, xk) as follows:

ak = f"i (>'*)(«,) for k>f,

a' " Ux(pi)trx(t^)(aj)       for k<j,

where we recall that 77, is the first homotopy group functor. Similarly we can

define bk G trx(Xk,xk). Let us define d, and 6, by (af)fc=12> and

(bk)k=x 2      , respectively. Hence by (1), a, and bt are elements of

lim{ttx(Xj,Xj)}.

Put/? = (ax,bx)(a2,b2) ■■■ (am,bm}.Ufollowsfrom(l)thatTj(B) = a. This

completes the proof of Claim 2.

Next, let us consider the kernel of t, which is denoted by Ker t( . We have

the following exact sequence by Claim 2:

, _> {KerrJ -» {<W)» -&U {A,} - * .
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Hence by Proposition 2.3 of [1, p. 252], we obtain the following exact

sequence:

* -» lim{KertJ -» lim <tt, (A, x)> -** lim{Kj)

(2)
-*-> lim'{Kerr,} -* lim1 {<*, (*,*)>} -» lim1 {Kj} -> *

where t = lim{T,}.

By the definition of AT, and t,, lim (A,) = lim{<7r,(A(,x,)» and

t: lim{<7>,(A,x)>} = <£,(A,x)> -» lim{<vr,(A,,x,.)>}

is the inclusion homomorphism. Hence KerT = Hm{KerT,} = * .

Since each bonding map of {<vt, (A, x)» is the identity map, then {<vt, (A, x)>}

satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition (see [1, p. 256] or [5, Definition 4] for the

Mittag-Leffler condition). Hence, by Corollary 3.5 of [1, p. 256],

Urn'{<>,(*,*)>} = *.

Therefore we have the following exact sequence from (2):

(3) * ^ <7>,(A,x)> -** hm{<77, (A,,x,.)» ^ lim1 {KerT/} -> * .

Hence we have the following.

Claim 3. <vt,(A,x)> = luri{(vT|(A,,x,)>} if and only if lim '(Kerr,) = * .

Claim 4. If (jrx{X,x)) is a countable group then |lim {Kerr,}| = 1 or > N0

where \A\ denotes the cardinality of a set A.

Proof. This claim is pointed out by Gray [2] when each Ker t, is an abelian

group. However we have to consider it for nonabelian groups. Note that

<7>, (A, x)> D Ker t, D Ker t2 d ■ ■ •. First we suppose that there exists i0 such

that KerT,   = Kerry for eachy' > i0. Then

00

* = lim (Kerr} =   D  Kerr = Kerr   = Kerr
«- ' ;=1 ' 'o J

for each j > i0. Hence by Claim 2 each t is an isomorphism for j > i0.

Therefore t = Hm(T,} is an isomorphism. Hence by (3), linn1 {Kert,}| = 1.

Next we can consider the following case: For each /', Kerr, + , ^ KerT,. Since

TC, = (77j(A,x)>/KerT, by Claim 2, we have that

lim<v7,(A,,x,)> = lim{A,} = HmKrr^A.x^/KerT,.).

Since Kerr, + , ^ Ker t, for each /', |lim{<77j(A,x)>/KerT,}| > N0 by the proof

of the lemma of Gray [2]. Furthermore, it is easy to prove that

iHmKvT^A,.^,))}/^^^^)! = Ilim'lKerr,}!

where Hm{<7T,(A,.,x,)>}/T<vT,(A,x)> means the left coset of Hm{<7T,(A,-,x,)>} by

the subgroup r(fhx (A,x)> and this bijection is induced by 5. Since |(vt, (A,x)>|
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< N0, it is easy to prove that |lim {Kerr,}] > Nn. This completes the proof of

Claim 4.

Now by combining Claim 1, Claim 4 and (3), it is easy to prove the

following.

Claim 5. If Kern is a countable group then Kern coincides with the

commutator subgroup of w, (A, x).

Next, we have to show that the assumption of countability is essential. For

it we construct the following example.

Claim 6. There exists a compact connected metric space X and a point x of X

such that (A, x) is pointed movable and the kernel of the limit Hurewicz

homomorphism does not coincide with (77, (A, x)).

Proof. First we need some groups. That is, there exists a finite group G, for

each i = 1,2,... such that <II," 1 G,-> =* II" 1 <<?,•>• These groups were

obtained by E. Witt [10, p. 128, §2]. Since each G( is a finite group, there exists

a 2-dimensional connected finite CW complex Xt and a point x( of A( such that

trx(Xj,Xi) = G, for each i by the well-known homotopy realization theorem.

Let us define X and x by II," 1 A) and II," 1 *,•> respectively. It is easy to prove

that (X,x) is pointed movable, and that 77, (A, x) = II," 1 Gt, and the kernel of

the limit Hurewicz homomorphism is II," 1 (G(>. Hence (A, x) has the

required properties.

Now, our Theorem is completely proved by Claims 1, 5 and 6.

The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude to Professor Y. Kodama

for discussions in preparing this note.
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